WHY PRISONS NEED MORE HELP?

REHABILITATION
REHABILITATION IS LOW BECAUSE
JAILS OR PRISONS DON'T HAVE ENOUGH
MONEY 2 TRAIN ALL OF THE MENTALLY
ILL PATIENTS THAT THEY HOUSE. MOST
OF THE PATIENTS CAN'T AND DON'T WANT
2 READ OR WRITE, DO 2 SOME KIND
OF P.T.S.D. EVENT THAT HAPPEN
2 THEM. AND THE REST OF THE PATIENTS
JUST DON'T WANT 2 LEARN.

THE SCHOOLING THAT PRISONS PROVIDE
EITHER THE TEACHER DON'T KNOW HOW
2 TEACH THE CLASS OR THEY MAKE
THE CLASS WORK SO MUCH THAT EVERYONE
IN THE CLASS WANT 2 QUIT. EXTRA
SCHOOLING WANT YOU 2 HAVE. AN
G.E.D. DIPLOMA OR H.S.D. JUST 2
PARTICIPATE IN THE CLASS OFFERED
SO PEOPLE BELOW THAT STANDARD
WILL BE LEFT BEHIND.

JOBS AND WORK WAGES
20-40 A MONTH HIGHEST PAY, SLOT 4 INMATES
Almost 1 dollar a day and regular minimum wage 10 dollars to 15 dollars an hour out ways inmates price including if inmate has fines so less 2 nothing 2 buy from canteen 50 $ dollars a month should be the total amount that an inmate should be able to go to canteen off of state pay instead of 11 dollars.

Volunteer work some people don’t want to get paid by certain people so volunteer work should be available or make all Seg Stats inmates work volunteer work with all others willing 2 volunteer work.

Rules there are hardly any rules that really get enforced by guards that just be racist when want to. No rules while in cell pod be posted. Just rule book rules that most inmates don’t have to follow.
GUARD CONDUCT
PRETTY STRICK BUT NOT PROFESSIONAL
MORE OF A RACIST WAR THAT
THAY THINK THAT RAY RUN. MOST TRU
I DO A GOOD JOB BUT AFTER.
WORKING SO MANY HOURS WITH
INMATES A RACIST WAR STARTS
BECAUSE LACK OF RESPECT 2 EACH
OTHER.

FUND RAISER'S
THE STATE GOVERNMENT SHOULD
LET US AS INMATE TRY 2
START A FUN RAISER PROJECT
AFTER WORKING SO MANY HOURS
AND MAKING ENOUGH PAY 2
PRODUCE A FUND RAISER WITH
FAMILY AND FRIENDS.